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Abstract
2D finite dust clusters are systems of small number of charged grains immersed in the plasma.
The particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are used to study the plasma structure, potential field and
distributions of ion, electron and charge density within a dust cluster consisting of 19 grains in
the absence and presence of a directed ion flow. In the isotropic plasma, an energetically stable
configuration of this 2D finite dust cluster is found with overlapping ion clouds within the
cluster’s area. The supersonic ion flow transforms the common potential well to a shallow oval
basin with the formation of an elongated potential hill behind the dust cluster. The common
wake region with strong ion focusing is developed with the number density of ions significantly
exceeding that in bulk plasma and within a cluster. The region within a dust cluster remains
highly depleted of electrons even at supersonic ion flows. The charge on one of grains
switches to a positive value. The kinetic-level PIC results provide insights into development of
instabilities that can initiate the cluster reorganization, disordering and melting.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/PPCF/54/045006/mmedia

1. Introduction

Complex plasmas consist of dust grains immersed in the
background of gaseous plasma of electrons, ions and neutral
atoms [1, 2]. Dusty plasma can be strongly coupled, i.e. the
interaction energy between the dust grains can exceed their
kinetic energy [3]. The dust–plasma crystal formation is
one of the most striking examples of dust self-organization
when micrometer-sized grains form regular arrays exhibiting
various lattice-like structures [4–7]. They can range widely
in size, shape, order, symmetry and can represent different
forms of self-organization such as clouds and voids, 2D and
3D crystalline lattices, strings and agglomerates [2, 3]. The
formation of dust clusters consisting of a small number of
grains was also observed in experiments with an external
confining potential [8, 9]. The formation of boundary-free
(unconfined) dust cluster was recently reported in experiments
performed under microgravity conditions [10]. These finite
dust clusters are similar to finite Coulomb clusters found in
colloidal suspensions with macroscopic particles [11, 12], and
electrons on a liquid helium surface [13]. However, the crucial

difference is that the charges on dust grains fluctuate according
to the plasma conditions. Since the number of grains is small,
the interactions between the grains are non-collective [14].
One of the fundamental questions is the understanding of the
plasma–grain as well as the inter-grain interactions in finite
dust clusters. The basic processes such as grain charging,
electric potential distribution around and within a small dust
cluster, inter-grain repulsion or attraction, electron and ion
number density distributions, charge density distribution are
of direct relevance.

The dynamic and thermodynamic behavior of finite
clusters of charged grains were investigated both theoretically
and experimentally [14, 15]. Theoretical analysis and
modeling was focused on structural configurations [16, 17]
and normal modes [18–21] of 2D finite dust clusters. It
was predicted theoretically that the normal mode with the
lowest excitation energy in 2D finite clusters is an inter-shell
rotation of two neighboring concentric rings of the cluster [18].
Experimental studies treated cluster melting using direct laser
heating of the grains [22] and cluster excitation by placing a
single grain behind a dust cluster in the ion wakefield [23, 24].
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The attraction due to the ion focus induces unstable oscillations
leading to melting of 2D finite dust clusters. The zigzag
transition from 1D linear chain of grains to 2D dust structures
was also reported [25]. In the other experiment, two opposing
laser beams were used to excite the inter-shell rotation of grains
in the N = 19 cluster with two neighboring shells rotating
with respect to each other [26]. The inter-shell rotations were
observed in agreement with the earlier theoretical predictions
[18]. All this theoretical and experimental work was focused
on the structural and dynamical properties of 2D finite clusters.
We should note that grain charging, kinetics and dynamics of
plasma ions and electrons interacting with negatively charged
grains, plasma charge distributions during melting transitions
are microscopic plasma-driven mechanisms underlying those
macroscopic processes.

The quantitative description of finite dust systems remains
a challenge for both theory and simulation [27]. It is not
possible to interpret the effects of collective charging in the
presence of many grains by applying the information about
the charging of an isolated grain. The most important issue
is that a separation of charging and shielding is not possible
in a many-grain plasma system since shielding is affected by
charging and vice versa. The electrostatic energy between
the two dust grains surrounded by Debye plasma spheres
(dressed grains) should include four terms describing the
interaction between two dust grains, two Debye plasma spheres
and grain–Debye sphere cross-interactions [28]. At certain
inter-grain separations, it was predicted that an attractive part
can appear in the interaction potential between two dressed
grains [28]. In the presence of supersonic ion flows, the
influence of the ion drift on charging and screening of grains is
significant. The charge state and interactions between grains
can be qualitatively changed by the ion flow. The symmetric
cloud of ions around each grain is deflected downstream due
to the ion flow. The concept of the wakefield was introduced
by Nambu et al [29]. It was demonstrated that an oscillatory
wake potential arising from the collective interactions between
the dust grains and acoustic waves [30] can cause attraction
between grains. The ions can be focused in the negative
potential region of the wakefield attracting other negatively
charged dust grains [31]. The common wake, a perturbed
region of ion density, can be formed behind a dust cluster
due to the collective effect of cluster’s grains. The formation
of wakefields was mainly studied for one or two grains [32–
38]. These results can provide only rough insights into
understanding the complex interplay between charging and
screening in dust clusters formed by many grains. In the
presence of dust clusters, the wakefield attraction observed
for a linear chain of grains levitating in the sheath can be
modified. It was shown that the wakefields merge when the
distance between the two grains becomes small [34, 35].

In this work, we investigate first the stationary plasma
structure, potential field and distribution of ions, electrons, and
charge density within a 2D dust cluster built from 19 grains in
the absence of a directed ion flow. An energetically stable
configuration of this finite cluster is found with certain inter-
grain separations in isotropic plasma. Then, we expose this
dust cluster to a subsonic and supersonic ion flow. The ion

flow speeds and other microscopic plasma characteristics can
be manipulated in experiments by varying the discharge plasma
power [24]. The results are reported on the effect of a directed
ion flow on the structure of ion clouds within a dust cluster,
the formation and structure of the wake potential and charge
behind a dust cluster, the number distribution of plasma ions
and electrons and the charge state of dust grains. The results
provide key insights into the atomistic processes underlining
large charge variations potentially triggering instability in a
2D finite dust cluster due to a directed ion flow. Our work is
more relevant to plasmas under microgravity conditions and
boundary-free dust clusters such as the experimental set-up
with a long glass �-tube used in recent experiments to observe
a boundary-free dust cluster [10].

2. Numerical method

We have developed a 2D particle-in-cell (PIC) code to model
dust clusters in plasmas. The code is written in mixed Fortran-
90/C++ language. The technical implementation of our 2D
PIC scheme is conventional to PIC plasma models described
in classical textbooks [39, 40]. We briefly summarize the
fundamental steps of the PIC model: (1) the electron and
ion macro-particles are assigned Cartesian coordinates and
velocities within a 2D computational domain; (2) the spatial
grid over the computational domain is created; (3) the charge
of electron and ion macro-particles in each cell is distributed
among the nearest grid points; (4) the charge density on the
grid is then used as the source in Poisson’s equation which
is solved numerically producing the electrostatic potential at
each grid point; (5) the electric field is evaluated on the grid;
(6) the force due to the electric field is interpolated from
the discrete grid to the plasma macro-particle locations; (7)
plasma macro-particle velocities and positions are advanced
on the time step. This PIC approach smears out each point
charge of macro-particles into a finite-sized charge distribution
on the grid [40]. Thus the strong short-range interaction of
charged point macro-particles is eliminated. Because of this
procedure the PIC method describes correctly only long-range
electrostatic forces. Additional features implemented in our
PIC model are accurate resolution of (1) finite size of small
dust grains and (2) trajectories of plasma macro-particles close
to dust grains with treatment of short-range forces using direct
plasma particle–grain force calculations (molecular dynamics
(MD) method).

For plasma simulations, the splitting of the inter-
particle force into the short-range and long-range components
(Particle–Particle Particle–Mesh (P3M) algorithm) was
originally introduced by Hockney and Eastwood [39]. The idea
of the P3M method is to compute the total short-range force on
plasma particle i, which is non-zero for particle separations less
than some cut-off distance, by direct particle–particle (PP) pair
force summation, while the long-range force is approximated
by the particle–mesh (PM) force calculation [39]. The P3M
technique was adapted to model dusty plasmas [41]. Both the
short-range and long-range interactions between dust grains
‘dressed’ by the plasma were accurately represented. The
plasma was modeled implicitly using the plasma dielectric
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function. This approach was implemented in the Dynamically
Shielded Dust (DSD) code with technical details described
in separate steps with bullets [41]. The DSD technique was
used by us to model the direct plasma–dust interactions in
the vicinity of dust grains. The dust grains are usually much
smaller than the PIC mesh size. It was demonstrated that the
PIC scheme does not treat correctly the short-range interactions
within the length of one–two cells [41–43]. With decreasing
separation between two charged particles, the interaction force
decreases to zero instead of increasing [41]. The short-range
force on plasma macro-particles in the vicinity of a dust grain
should be calculated directly. Therefore, the cell confining
a dust grain with plasma macro-particles and the nearest
neighbor cells with macro-particles (figures 4 and 5 in [41])
are treated using the direct PP scheme. Our implementation of
the P3M technique follows that described in detail in [41]: (1)
assign the charges to the grid points using the linear weighting;
(2) solve Poisson’s equation on the mesh to determine the PIC
potential and force; (3) calculate the direct PP force due to
the short-range interactions between dust grains and plasma
macro-particles and (4) update the positions and velocities of
plasma macro-particles due to the resulting PIC and direct PP
force. This is a classical P3M scheme [39] where the direct
PP method is used to find the short-range contribution to the
force on plasma macro-particles and the PM method is used
to find the PIC force contribution. The reduced time step is
used for plasma macro-particles in the vicinity of dust grains to
accurately resolve their trajectories [43]. This implementation
was needed to correctly determine the charge and floating
potential on small dust grains. A different implementation
of the PIC/MD method in terms of the electric field is briefly
discussed in [38, 42] without providing technical detail. In this
scheme, the total electric field acting on the plasma electrons
and ions is corrected by subtracting the PIC electric field due to
a dust grain and adding the MD electric field originating from
a dust grain. Insufficient details are provided in this model
on how the PIC contribution due to a dust grain is separately
calculated on the grid. The PIC/MD descriptions in [38, 42]
closely resemble each other without referring to each other
or any previous PIC/MD work. The multi-frontal massively
parallel solver, MUMPS [44], is used to solve the Poisson
equation at each time step. It is an accurate direct method
based on lower and upper matrix factorization. The MUMPS
solver utilizes the MPI library and uses the BLAS, BLACS and
ScaLAPACK libraries.

The set-up of the simulation system is illustrated in
figure 1. The computational domain represents a 2D plane
with X and Y lengths 0.01 m. A grid with spacing 50 µm
(200 × 200 cells) is used. On the domain’s boundaries, the
electric potential is assumed to be fixed corresponding to that of
unperturbed bulk plasma, ∼0 V. The electron number density
and temperature are Ne = 1015 m−3 and Te = 3 eV resulting
in an electron Debye length of λDe ≈ 407.2 µm. The number
of electron Debye lengths per domain length is ∼ 25. The
electron plasma frequency is ωe ∼ 1.8 × 109 s−1. The ion
number density Ni is the same as that of electrons. The ion
temperature is Ti = 0.03 eV yielding Ti/Te = 0.01.

The ratio of ion to electron mass was set to 200. The
computation time is intractably large if a physical mass ratio is

Figure 1. Computational domain used in PIC simulations of a dust
cluster with 19 grains shown as green spheres and immersed in the
isotropic plasma. There are ∼106 ions (red points) and ∼106

electrons (blue points). The grains with radius of 5 µm are
magnified by 25 times to make them visible.

utilized in the code. It was recognized early by Hockney and
Eastwood [39] that the PIC results are valid if a sufficiently
large ion/electron mass ratio is used. A large body of later
work shows that the ratio ∼120 allows for simulating a realistic
process giving credible results [36–38, 45]. The effect of
different mass ratios on the floating potential was investigated
in [45] concluding that it is not critical to have completely
realistic mass ratio values in the PIC simulations. We have
specifically performed the PIC probe simulations with the
physical proton/electron ratio ∼1896 for some particular cases,
not observing the crucial change in the behavior of our plasma–
dust system. The ion Debye length is λDi ≈ 40.7 µm. The
total Debye length is λD ≈ 40.5 µm. The plasma is modeled
as collisionless since the number of plasma particles in a sphere
with radius equal to the Debye length is much larger than
one, ND ∼ 33. The collisions and short-range interactions
can be neglected. Long-range particle–particle interactions
are mediated by the electric field computed at the points of
a discrete grid. Thermal velocities of macro-electrons and
macro-ions are ve ∼ 7.3×105 m s−1 and vi ∼ 5.1×103 m s−1,
respectively. The ion acoustic velocity is vs ∼ 5.2×104 m s−1.
The time step is ∼10 fs, that is ∼ 0.02/ωe. The total number
of simulation macro-electrons and macro-ions initially placed
within the computational domain is ∼2 × 106. Each macro-
particle represents one real plasma particle. The number of
macro-particles per cell is ∼50, that is even larger compared
with that in the Debye sphere ND. This ensures that spurious
oscillations due to the relatively small number of simulation
particles are avoided. The plasma at the boundaries is modeled
as unperturbed. In our PIC model, plasma macro-particles
are free to leave the computational domain through any
boundary, and new plasma macro-particles are injected from
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the boundaries. The injecting boundaries maintain the flux
of macro-particles with the Maxwellian velocity distributions.
The modeled region effectively represents an infinite plasma
system of large spatial extent. The potential energy U at time
tn is the sum of a product of the charge density ρij and the
potential ϕij over all grid points [40]

U(tn) =
I,J∑

i,j

ρij (tn)ϕij (tn)�sij ,

where �sij is the area of ij cell, I and J are the number of
grid points in the X and Y directions, respectively. The kinetic
energy K at time tn is given by the sum of the kinetic energies
of plasma ions and electrons [39, 40]

K(tn) = 1

2

N∑

k=1

mk

v2
k (tn−1/2) + v2

k (tn+1/2)

2
,

where N is the total number of plasma macro-particles, mk

and vk are the mass and velocity of kth macro-particle. The
total energy at time tn is then the sum of the potential and
kinetic energies. In the case of subsonic or supersonic ion
flow, the ions have the drift velocity, vd, along the X axis (the
Mach number M = vd/vs). The dust grains are considered as
motionless. The mass of grains is many orders of magnitude
larger than the mass of plasma ions. Therefore, the time scales
of plasma ions are on the order of microseconds while the
dust grains move on the order of milliseconds. Structural
changes in clusters usually occur on timescales of the order
of seconds. The dust grains with radius of 5 µm were initially
preconfigured into a symmetric dust cluster with 19 grains. The
distance between grains was symmetrically varied. The dust
cluster was placed in the center of the computational domain.
Grains were treated as insulating particles. Our focus is on the
dynamics of electrons and ions and non-linear plasma effects
in the presence of a stationary dust cluster. The charge and
potential on grains was constructed by absorbing the plasma
macro-particles until they start to fluctuate around an average
value. The simulations were run up to ∼5 µs (∼100 ion plasma
periods).

3. Results and discussion

2D stationary distributions of electric potential, charge,
number of ions and electrons within a dust cluster composed
of 19 insulating grains and immersed in isotropic plasma are
reported in this section. The effects of subsonic and supersonic
ion flows on the microscopic structure of the plasma and
formation of a wake behind this dust cluster are also presented.

3.1. Plasma structure within/behind a dust cluster

In isotropic plasma, the inter-grain separation in a
preconfigured dust cluster with 19 grains (figure 1) was
scaled around an electron Debye length to identify the
energetically favorable configurations that minimize the
total energy of the plasma–grain system. It is found
that dust clusters with inter-grain separations in the range

∼0.6λDe –0.8λDe are energetically more favorable compared
with other configurations with smaller or larger inter-grain
distances [46]. At large inter-grain separations �λDe , the
isolated clouds of ions surrounding the dust grains are formed.
At inter-grain separation ∼0.6λDe , the ionic clouds overlap
forming a common cloud of ions within the entire area
of a dust cluster (figure 2(a)). We have explained that a
self-consistent state of a dust cluster is due to the kinetic
effects of plasma ions and electrons [46]. This is a state
in which the strong grain’s repulsion is surmounted by the
reduced charge and floating potential on grains, overlapped
ion clouds and depleted electrons within a cluster. The PIC
simulations of finite 2D dust clusters with 2, 3 and 7 grains
were also carried out. For all of them the energetically
favorable state was observed at certain inter-grain separations.
However, the energy minimum was shifted to smaller inter-
grain separations with decrease of the number of grains. For
example, the dust cluster with 7 grains has demonstrated the
energy minimum at inter-grain separations ∼230 µm. For the
dust cluster with three grains, the total energy has reached
a minimum at inter-grain separations ∼100 µm. For two
dust grains, the energetically favorable state was found at
∼90 µm. This intriguing possibility of self-organization of
dust grains into clusters was originally predicted by Tsytovich
and coworkers [47].

It was later proved theoretically for two dust grains that
the ion shielding not only partially reduces the repulsion
between grains, but there is attraction leading to the self-
confinement [28, 48, 49]. The MD simulations were also
performed reporting the boundary-free dust clusters [50].
It was shown theoretically that a stable 2D grain cluster
can exist in plasmas without external confinement [51].
Moreover, a self-confined dust cluster was indeed observed
in experiments under microgravity conditions [10]. This
theoretical, computational and experimental evidence on self-
confined dust clusters strongly supports our PIC results. The
subsonic ion flow (figure 2(b)) shifts the common ion cloud
toward the right boundary of the cluster. The cluster’s area
becomes ion depleted. The ions are concentrated on the most
peripheral grains. The supersonic ion flow (figures 2(c) and
(d)) shifts further the common ion cloud positioning it behind a
dust cluster. At high ion flow speeds (figure 2(d)), the strips of
ions are seen between rows of grains within a dust cluster with
the well developed ion focus in the downstream direction. The
physical explanation is due to the fact that ions are scattered
into the wake behind a dust cluster contributing to the ion focus
(region of enhanced ion density). Supplementary movies show
the dynamics of plasma ions and electrons within and behind
a dust cluster for isotropic (online supplementary data) and
drifting (online supplementary data) plasma conditions.

3.2. Topology of potential field within/behind a dust cluster

The potential map within a dust cluster is shown in figure 3
for the time moment t ∼ 5 µs. With no ion flow (an
isotropic plasma), the dust cluster composed of 19 grains is
trapped in a common potential well (figure 3(a)). This self-
confining potential well is nearly spherically symmetric. The
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Figure 2. The distribution of ions (red dots) and electrons (blue dots) within a dust cluster composed of 19 grains with averaged inter-grain
separations ∼0.6λDe at time ∼5 µs. Dust grains are shown as small green spheres. The Mach number is (a) M = 0, (b) M = 0.8, (c)
M = 1.2 and (d) M = 1.4. These snapshots are taken from the movies available at online supplementary data.

topology of the common potential well shows local potential
wells separated by potential barriers. These isolated wells
correspond to negatively charged grains. Since each grain’s
charge fluctuates, the landscape of potential wells and barriers
(their depths and heights) is non-uniform. Some of the wells
near the center of a dust cluster are deeper than others close
to cluster’s periphery. It is seen that the ion flow modifies
the common potential well even in the direction perpendicular
to the flow (figure 3(b)). Its depth increases by ∼2.4 V. A
complex non-uniform relief of the bottom transforms to an
oval deep basin with rather steep slope near the right-hand side
edge of the cluster. At supersonic ion speeds with M ∼ 1.4
(figure 3(c)), the potential hill is formed behind the dust cluster.
The depth of the common potential well within a dust cluster
further decreases. At higher ion velocities (figure 3(d)), the
potential hill grows with elongation in the direction of the ion
flow. The common potential well becomes even more shallow
and deformed. The oscillatory behavior of the potential behind
a cluster cannot be observed due to a limited X length of the
computational domain. The effects of the ion flow speed on the
depth of the common potential well were also analyzed using
the cut-off of the potential across the dust cluster at Y = 5 mm
(results are not shown).

3.3. Number density of ions within/behind a dust cluster

The maps of the ion density are shown in figure 4 for four
values of the speed of the ion flow at time 5 µs. The ion

density is normalized to the background ion density. It is seen
that in the isotropic plasma with M = 0 (figure 4(a)), the
number density of ions is much higher within the dust cluster
(∼12 times) compared with the bulk plasma. The ions are
concentrated in the close vicinity of the dust grains, especially
around the central grain and a nearby concentric shell formed
by six grains. The ionic clouds overlap forming a common
cloud of ions within the dust cluster. The number density of
ions is slightly decreased on the peripheral shell of grains,
and then drops to the bulk value away from the cluster. The
subsonic ion flow with M = 0.6 (figure 4(b)) considerably
modifies the distribution of ions within a dust cluster. The
dust grains are marked as small brown balls. An ion focus
establishes near the location of a peripheral grain on the right-
hand side of a dust cluster. The common cloud of ions is highly
perturbed with the spatial spreading in the flow direction. The
number density of ions in the focus is about two times less
compared with that found in isotropic plasma (figure 4(a)).
The flow of ions with supersonic speeds (figures 4(c) and (d))
shifts further the ion focusing.

The strong ion focus is formed at the distance of the
order of ∼0.25–0.5 mm behind the dust cluster. The number
density of ions at the focus now exceeds that within the
dust cluster. With increase in the Mach number of the ion
flow (figure 4(d)), the area of ion distribution becomes larger
expanding in the flow direction. Clear regions of low ion
density are seen on each side of the ion wake focus. Since
the inter-grain separation in the cluster ∼0.6λDe is smaller
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Figure 3. Contour plots of the plasma potential field within/behind a dust cluster with averaged inter-grain separations ∼0.6λDe at time
∼5 µs. The Mach number is (a) M = 0, (b) M = 0.8, (c) M = 1.4 and (d) M = 2.0, respectively.

than the electron Debye length, the observed effect of ion
focusing is due to the collective contribution of all grains. It
was clearly demonstrated for two grains aligned perpendicular
to the ion flow that the ion wake focuses are well separated
when the inter-grain distance is larger than the electron Debye
length [34].

Our PIC modeling deals with collisionless ion trajectories.
The effect of collisions on the charging process of an isolated
dust grain was investigated using a Monte Carlo collision
algorithm for operating conditions of interest to material
processing [52]. For such conditions, the mean free path of
ion–neutral charge-exchange collisions λin = 1/Nnσin is of
the order of λD. Here Nn is the number density of neutral
gas and σin is the ion–neutral collision cross-section, typically
∼5 × 10−15 cm2 [53]. For dust grains with small radius, the
charge-exchange collisions are found to be important even
at low collision rates since ion orbits are destroyed by the
dust grain within λD ∼ λin [52]. For our modeling plasma
conditions, λin is estimated using characteristic lengths and
times associated with complex plasmas [54] to be on the
order of the size of dust clusters, λin ∼ 0.5–2 mm depending
on the value of Nn, much longer compared with λD. For
various λin, the distribution of ions near a grain was also
reported in the PIC simulations and calculated using the Debye
approximation [55]. It is interesting to analyze these PIC

results for a rough estimate of the effect of missed collisions
on the self-confinement of grains. With increasing collision
frequency (reducing λin), it was observed that the PIC ion
distribution evolves toward the Debye ion distribution [55].
For infinite λin (no collisions), it is found that PIC density
of ions near the grain surface is about eleven times larger
than bulk ion density. Although we used slightly different
plasma conditions, our collisionless PIC results show that the
ion density near grains is twelve times larger than that in the
bulk plasma. However, both these collisionless PIC densities
are about six times smaller compared with that calculated using
the Debye distribution [55]. For λin ∼ 1000 µm, the difference
in PIC and Debye ion density near the grain surface reduces
to 1.5 times. For λin ∼ 100 µm, it is found that the profiles of
PIC and Debye ion density coincide [55]. Thus, with account
for charge-exchange collisions and trapped ions, we should
expect even denser ion clouds. This means enhancement of
the grain screening, reduction in the electrostatic repulsion
between grains and enhancement of the self-confinement of
grains.

3.4. Number density of electrons within/behind a dust cluster

The distribution of the normalized number density of electrons
within/behind the dust cluster is shown in figure 5. In the case
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Figure 4. Contour plots of the number density of ions within/behind a dust cluster with averaged inter-grain separations ∼0.6λDe at time
∼5 µs. The Mach number is (a) M = 0, (b) M = 0.6, (c) M = 1.4 and (d) M = 2.0, respectively.

of isotropic plasma (figure 5(a)), the plasma region occupied
by a dust cluster is highly depleted of electrons. The electron
density is an order of magnitude less than the density of
electrons in the bulk plasma.

The distribution of electron number density within a
dust cluster is inhomogeneous with islands of slightly higher
electron density. This electron-depleted region is deformed
a bit by the subsonic ion flow with M = 0.8 (figure 5(b)).
It takes an oval shape due to the expansion in the direction
perpendicular to the ion flow. The ion flow with supersonic
velocities (figures 5(c) and (d)) produces a cloud of electrons
behind a dust cluster. The stripes of the number density of
electrons are observed. The focusing of electrons, similar
to that of ions shown in figures 4(c) and (d), is not seen.
Since the average thermal velocities of electrons are greater
than velocities of flowing ions, we suggest that the role
of the observed electron cloud is to preserve the plasma
quasineutrality in the ion wake focus.

3.5. Charge density within/behind a dust cluster

The distribution of the charge density per unit area is illustrated
in figure 6. In the 2D system, the unit of charge is given as
C m−1. Therefore the charge density per unit area is expressed

in units C m−3. The charge density was built by distributing the
charge of each electron, ion and dust grain to the neighboring
mesh points and then dividing by the cell’s area. A complicated
structure of the charge density around and within the dust
cluster is observed. In the absence of ion flow (an isotropic
plasma) (figure 6(a)), the charge density is positive between the
grains within a dust cluster due to overlapped ionic clouds. At
the location of dust grains, the charge density is highly negative
because of a large negative charge accumulated on the grains.
It is seen that the charge on seven grains forming a sub-cluster
in the center of a dust cluster is more positive compared with
the charge on other grains forming a peripheral shell. This is
because the ion screening of those central grains is larger (see
figure 4(a)). The subsonic ion flow with M = 0.8 modifies the
distribution of the charge density. The ion focusing produced
by upstream grains substantially reduces the negative charge
on downstream grains. The charge density in the vicinity of
the second grain (we call it grain no. 2) located in a central row
composed of five grains becomes significantly more positive
(figure 6(b)). More positive charge density is also acquired
near the other grains of this central row, the grains located in the
adjacent two rows as well as two intermediate grains in the most
peripheral rows. The supersonic ion flow (figures 6(c) and (d))
switches the charge density to positive charge in the vicinity
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Figure 5. Contour plots of the number density of electrons within/behind a dust cluster with averaged inter-grain separations ∼0.6λDe at
time ∼5 µs. The Mach number is (a) M = 0, (b) M = 0.8, (c) M = 1.4 and (d) M = 2.0, respectively.

of grain 2. The attraction of neighbor grains to the positive
charge of grain 2 can substantially stabilize the dust cluster.
The charge density near the central grain approaches zero (the
charge density of unperturbed plasma). At M = 1.4 the region
of positive charge density is formed behind the dust cluster
(figure 6(c)). At higher Mach number M = 2.0, the charge
distribution in the wake behind the dust cluster is modified.
The region of positive charge is elongated by twice its length
in the direction of the ion flow (figure 6(d)). Strips of positive
charge density are seen within the dust cluster.

The time evolution of the charge on grain 2 is shown in
figure 7(a) for various values of the Mach number. The charge
on the grain is normalized per absolute value of the electron
unit charge. Initially the grain acquires a large negative charge
with its further relaxation to an equilibrium value. These sharp
changes of charge indicate the grain charging and the build-
up of a sheath. When the steady state is reached, the charge
on dust grain fluctuates around an equilibrium value. With
increase in the ion drift velocity, the value of grain’s charge
becomes less negative reaching positive values at supersonic
ion speeds. The effect of Mach number on the value of charge
on five dust grains located in a central row within a dust cluster
is shown in figure 7(b).

The grains are numbered consecutively from left to right.
Lines connecting grains are only for visual purpose. For
each grain the charge was averaged over the last 2 µs. At

subsonic ion flows with M � 0.6, the charge on grains is
reminiscent of the symmetric zigzag line. The charge on
grains becomes less negative with increasing Mach number
(compare M = 0.2 and M = 0.6). The value of negative
charge on grains 2 and 4 is decreased compared with that
on grains 1, 3 and 5. The reason for this behavior is not
fully understood. The ion flow is exactly directed along
the lines of grains in the cluster. Presumably the effect is
due to alternating focusing and defocusing of ions drifting
with subsonic velocities across a lattice of grains. Further
investigations are needed to clarify whether the orientation of
the dust cluster relative to the ion flow direction has significant
influence on this behavior. At M = 0.8, the zigzag symmetry
is broken on grains 4 and 5. Less negative charge is acquired
on grain 2. At a supersonic ion flow with M = 1.2, the
charge on grain 2 becomes positive. With further increase in
the Mach number, the charge variations on grains 1, 2 and 3 are
relatively small. The charge fluctuates within ∼ 1000 units on
grains 4 and 5.

4. Conclusions

Our developed PIC model provides a fully kinetic description
of complex plasmas with ability to treat self-consistently
complex interplay between non-linear processes of grain
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Figure 6. Contour plots of the charge density within/behind a dust cluster with averaged inter-grain separations ∼0.6λDe at time ∼5 µs. The
Mach number is (a) M = 0, (b) M = 0.8, (c) M = 1.4 and (d) M = 2.0, respectively.

Figure 7. The time evolution of charge on grain 2 (a), and values of charge on five grains located in a central row within a dust cluster
(b) for various values of the Mach number.

charging and screening, formation of sheaths around grains,
discreteness of plasma particles and influence of plasma fluxes
through grain surfaces on floating potentials. The microscopic
structure of isotropic plasma within a stationary, preconfigured
dust cluster composed of 19 grains is studied on ion timescales
(microseconds). The influence of the ion drift with subsonic
and supersonic speeds on the distribution of plasma ions and
electrons, electric potential, grain charging and charge states of

grains within/behind this finite dust cluster is also investigated.
We find that the ions affect the plasma shielding at the location
of a dust cluster, the floating potential and the charge on grains.
In the absence of a directed ion flow (an isotropic plasma), an
energetically stable configuration of a dust cluster with inter-
grain separation ∼0.6λDe is found in which the ion clouds
around individual grains overlap forming a common cloud of
ions within the cluster’s area. The number density of ions
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within a dust cluster is much greater than that in unperturbed,
isotropic plasma.

The stable 2D dust cluster is a unique system to investigate
the influence of an ion flow on the plasma structure and
the charge on grains. The ion drift induces an anisotropy
affecting the non-linear charging and screening of grains, the
distributions of ions and electrons, electric potential and charge
density. The common potential well deforms transforming to
a shallow oval basin with formation of an elongated potential
hill behind the dust cluster. Our PIC results reveal that the
wake with strong ion focusing is developed when the ion flow
is supersonic. This common wakefield is formed due to a
collective contribution of cluster’s grains. The number density
of ions in the common ion cloud significantly exceeds that in
the bulk plasma and within a cluster. The area within a dust
cluster remains highly depleted of electrons even at supersonic
ion flows. However, strips of electron density are formed in the
region of the ion focus behind a cluster presumably maintaining
the quasineutrality of the plasma space charge.

The supersonic ion flow modifies the distribution of the
charge density on and around grains in a cluster. It is shown
that the charge on grain 2 becomes positive meaning that the
electrostatic attraction between this positively charged grain
and nearby negatively charged grains can be established. Thus,
a new type of interaction between grains can arise within a
dust cluster. This phenomenon is due to a drastic change in
the plasma structure within a dust cluster. We presume that the
positive charge on grain 2 is due to the ion focusing behind the
first grain in the central row.

The laser heating, neutral gas flow and ion wakefield
attraction can be used to excite 2D finite dust clusters causing
their oscillations and rearrangements. The stability of a 2D
dust cluster can also be affected by variations in the ion flow
speed. The kinetic-level PIC results provide insights into the
development of instabilities that initiate the cluster melting.
Indeed, the formation of the ion wake focus with the change
in the plasma structure, such as redistribution of ions and
electrons, imposes the force on dust grains leading to their
rearrangement, transition to other ordering configuration or
disordering. However, these grain rearrangements occurring
during milliseconds and seconds are beyond timescales of our
PIC modeling.
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